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During the last decades national identities and the formation of nation-states have

been favourite themes with many historians. Several new perspectives have been

introduced. A growing number of historians have come to refuse the nation-state as

the highest stage in the development of human societies. Concentrating their studies

on aspects of construction many researchers have focused upon the formation of the

nation-state. The decades preceeding the nation-state and the process of formation

itself have always been central to the national historiography, but only in later years

the national interpretation has lost its credibility, and historians have begun to

rethink this period in order to overcome the distorted view of the national tradition.

A region can be a useful tool to reflect upon several aspects that are left out of a

nation-state dominated perspective. Regions are never overlapping nation-states.

When they are situated within one state they can be compared with regions in other

states, but they can also contain parts of more than one nation-state. Regions can be

defined or invented by the historian according to economic or geographical criterias -

they do not have to follow any historical tradition. In general the regional approach

demands a comparative view in order not to end in just another Heimat-history. Some

regions can be defined explicitly in order to make comparison with similar regions in

other states. City-regions or areas with the same industrial characteristics are obvious

examples. Understood for instance in economic terms regions are more comparable,

because they are isolated from those questions of ideology or identity that have always

led nationalists to deny the comparability of their state to other states. Regions can be

historical too. The following case study depart from the type of a historical landscape -

historische Landschaft - that can be found in the German tradition. This is not a

homogenous entity, but it has a (sometimes lost) tradition as an administrative or

political entity, and very often a clear regional identity can be observed too.1

No matter if the region is a modern construction or a historical landscape, it gives the

historian important advantages in the study of the formation of nation-states. In both

cases it can turn the perspective away from the national perspective. The simplified

black-white categories of the national ideology were less frequent in the epoch before

the nation-state, but as the nationalists succeeded in establishing apparently

definitive and consistent ethnic and ideological borderlines, later generations easily
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forgot that national antagonisms were modern constructions. Pre-nation-state

societies were often characterized from a lively exchange of goods and ideas. People

were communicating and even marrying across cultural and linguistic barriers.

Borders never were that definitive, divisions between nationalities or ethnic groups

often fluent. German and Poles, Italian and French, Danes and Germans etc. were not

neatly divided from each other. They were mixed-up or the identity of the population

gradually changed in the border-regions.

When it came to borders and systems of government the period before the nation-state

was extremely complicated. The monarchs of Denmark, The Netherlands and Great

Britain were all members of the German Federation, because they were rulers of

German provinces or states. A regional approach makes it much easier to handle

these “anormalities” and to offer a more convincing picture of the epoch before the

nation-state. They also make it easier to avoid the anachronistic vocabulary and the

tendency to rationalize the past with the supreme knowledge of a later epoch.

History should be seen as open-ended, and it is important in the process of nation-

state formation to be aware of alternatives. A regional perspective is not determined

from the same traditions and ideas that characterize the national centre. Alternatives

are probably more difficult to overlook where the state developed through a process of

unification. Even though Italian and German nationalists succeeded in describing

their unifications as inevitable, certain doubts remained with respect to the final

outcome. A Grossdeutschland always stood as an alternative to the successful klein-

deutsche Reich of the Prussian nationbuilders. Cavour and several of his collaborators

would have been perfectly satisfied with a much more restricted state leaving out the

Southern provinces, and the option of a federalised state never was totally forgotten

during the process of unification.

The Danish monarchy in the 19th century represents a less known example of nation-

state formation. Foreign historians seldom occupie themselves with Danish history

and, apart from the fact that Danish national tradition never has found any reason to

question itself, even the idea of a nationbuilding remains strange to most historians.

Denmark was always Denmark, the Danes were always Danes, and the nation did not

have to be build. Modern Denmark emerged out of a crisis that is normally seen as a

very clear cut national conflict between two nationalities - Danish and German - and

figures as one of the classic cases of a language-conflict. Most arguments in favour of

this are found inside the national ideologies, and they consist by a number of

postulates that are quickly dissolved by a closer examination.
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Following this thinking in dichotomies it is not surprising that Danish tradition is

characterized from an almost total absence of a regional dimension. In a

historiographic tradition that has never emancipated itself from the national

interpretation of the process regions never have been introduced in order to

problematize traditional beliefs. This is not the place to discuss why this is so, but

some answers would be the necessity of defending the integrity of a small state, and

the fact that there never really occurred anything to question the national discourse

since 1864.

National historiography operated with extremely simple categories in reducing the

conflict to a question of Danish versus German. Confronted with the mighty German

enemy there was no room for inner differences and no place for multiple identities. A

single national interest was defined and remained widely uncontested. Danish history

writing also constructed a highly monolithic picture of an enemy without inner

differences. In the era of the nation-states this might seem plausible, but before and

during the process of its formation, reality was very different. The existence of

regional identities in Schleswig and Holstein denies this interpretation. Of course this

is not a specific Danish phenomenon. Also the German side adopted antagonistic

views and did not accept inner differences neither on their nor on the Danish side of

the border.

In discussing these problems from a regional point of view new questions arise. Vis-a-

vis national claims of homogeneity and unity the continuous existence of regional

identities points towards a problem. This is still the case if regional difference should

not automatically be articulated in a more or less militant regionalism or even

separatism. But the most important aspect to discuss is probably, how the claim of a

socalled national interest interfered with regional positions. Nationbuilding and

national ideology have been critisized with respect to the social component - which

classes or strata were the promotors and beneficiaries of the national ideology - but it

should also be taken into consideration where the national ideology was articulated

and which regional interests it reflected. In every nation-state the socalled national

interest represents some parts of the state better than others. Most national ideologies

were formed in one centre or region before spreading to the rest of the nation. It

decided the inner balance in the state and it certainly left its mark upon the charac-

teristics of the future nation-state. National stereotypes - and auto-stereotypes - were

decided too. Not the Rhinelander, the Saxon or the Badener became the stereotypical

German, and the Venetian or the Pugliese did not illustrate the new Italian nation.
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The successful version of the national interest was reflected in the orientations and

the inner structures of the nation-state. The course of German history had been

different if the capital had been Frankfurt, Munich or even Vienna; France governed

from Lyon or Bordeaux would have been differently orientated, exactly as Italy ruled

from Milan or Naples, Sweden from Gothenburg or Norway from Bergen. From a

regional perspective these questions become important and interesting. They can help

contemplating the role of a national interest that is not just inevitable, but very much

decided from the geographical point of origin.

This does not necessarily mean that a national interest as it was formulated in the

dominating regions of the nation-states was forced through against the will of the

inhabitants of other regions. A national consciousness cannot simply be imposed by an

elite. When a certain national interpretation was proposed, it was modified during the

process of its implementation. Building nations always meant creating majorities. The

weaker parts of the nation-states accepted the interpretation of the dominant regions,

but this should not be seen as a total surrender. There never was any relevant

discussion of the Danishness of Jutland, of the German character of Holstein, and

national sympathies also decided the choice in other regions like e.g. Alsace-Lorraine,

Trieste or Bohemia although these decisions can be questioned from other

perspectives. Only national determinists could claim that Trieste was better off as an

Italian city than she would have been as the Austrian gate to the Mediterranean.

Correspondingly it could be argued that the dissolution of the Danish Gesamtstaat in

the middle of the 19th century changed the position of Holstein from that of the

strongest economic region of the Danish Monarchy to that of a half-forgotten

periphery in the German Reich.

The historical setting: A short overview

Being Napoleons ally the Danish king in 1806 succeeded in conquering the Duchy of

Holstein. This was a victory that the monarchy had strived to achieve for centuries.

During the Conference of Vienna in 1814 the king remained - together with the king

of Saxony - the only French ally left. He had to surrender Norway to the Swedish

archenemy and received after a complicated deal with Sweden and Prussia the Duchy

of Lauenburg as a compensation. But still he managed to retain Holstein. The loss of

Norway meant the definitive end of Danish aspirations towards the dominance of

Scandinavia. National historiography - considering Norway and the Norwegians much

closer to Denmark than Holstein and Lauenburg - ever since has interpreted this as a

terrible blow. It has hardly been recognized that Lauenburg brought the king more
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incomes that the whole of Norway and that Holstein was a far more attractive piece of

land than Norway with respect to economy, infrastructure and geographic position.

During the following decades the king cautiously embarked upon a politics of

integration of a state that now had a much stronger German element and whose

centre of gravity had turned towards the south. Still it seemed a practicable project

given the traditions and the similarities between German and Danish neighbours. It

was a strategy of modernisation that was supposed to create a patriotic consensus.

From the 1830s it also became a project of including a larger part of the elite in the

political process. The point of departure was the absolutist monarchy of a territorial

state. Loyalism towards the king and his rights to possess the different parts of the

country constituted the most important elements of this state. A law of naturalization

for all the subjects of the monarchy already existed. To the king there could be no

difference between a German-speaking subject, a Danish-speaking subject, and - at

least theoretically - a subject of the colonies. This had nothing to do with the national

idea. The state remained a territorial state, composed of a number of single territories

or historical landscapes, and the project of absolutism was not that of creating a

nation-state, but a multi-ethnic composite state. In this structure regions, regional

interests and regional traditions necessarily had to play a far more important role

than in a homogeneous nation-state. Dichotomies like Danish versus German were

not the central elements of this state.

The Parisian Revolution of 1830 did not cross the border of the monarchy but it

arrived at Hamburg, where it caused enough unrest to alarm the government in

Copenhagen. It signified the beginning of a process of political reform in the state as

Frederick VI saw himself forced to take the first step toward political participation.

An institution of conciliatory provincial Estates was created, but it was not until 1835

that they actually convened for the first time. After the important decision had been

taken, it was decided to use the new institution in a constructive way. Some of the

most important advisors to the king understood the four provincial as a vehicle to

speed up the process of integration in the state. In his announcement the king

requested the Estates to discuss those proposals that would be submitted from the

government with respect to regional needs and special conditions, and they also were

given the right to formulate petitions in order to obtain better conditions. Petitions

about changes in the structures or the institution of the Estates were not allowed

though. This made it clear from the beginning that the royal government actually was

prepared to take regional conditions into account, and it strongly underlined the

character of the Danish absolutism as a system that was prepared to accept a process
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of reform. Historians emphasized the Estates as the first step toward a parliamentary

democracy, but the adjective provincial, opens another line of argument - that of

regions within the monarchy.

What struck most observers was that the peninsula of Jutland received its own

provincial assembly. Although owing its existence to the government’s mostly

pragmatic considerations with respect to the balance among the four assemblies, the

assembly of Jutland produces a strong argument for looking at the western part of the

kingdom as a region. The short history of this assembly - 1834-1848 - constitutes a

very important period for the discussion of regional problems and divisions within the

kingdom. The assembly was almost immediately contested by the liberal opposition

that rejected a division of Denmark into two parts, but the political discussion of this

question brought the regional dimension into public debate.

This debate is unique in Danish political history. Never before or since has the

question of a regionalisation occupied the political elite as it was the case between

1834 and 1850. To the regional historian of today the division of the monarchy into

four parts, each of them constituting a region for an assembly of the estates, offers the

opportunity to regard this as a point of reference for a discussion of the regional

dimension of the state. Each of the four entities can be defined as a region, whose

position and role in this important period contributes to a differentiated view of the

process of nation-state formation.

Whereas the two duchies of Schleswig and Holstein were recognized as traditional

and separate entities, the kingdom of Denmark had been governed as a single unit for

centuries. Now the king chose to introduce a political division that separated the

Estates of the islands (containing the two biggest islands of Seeland including

Copenhagen and Funen besides a large number of smaller islands) from that of

Jutland, the peninsula north of Schleswig. The reasons and arguments for this

decision were lively discussed in the public. Jutland was a historic entity and until the

early Middle Ages this region had had its own institutions, but the islands could not

be justified as a historical entity and remained a sort of residual region containing

what was left after the creation of the three other provinces.

The new structure immediately created its own political logic. A strong concentration

of the political elite characterized the assemblies of Holstein and the islands reflecting

those regions dominant position with respect to institutions and urban elites.

Universities were only found in Copenhagen and Kiel, and these two cities also had a

more developed press and a political debate on a much higher level than could be seen

in other parts of the state. The Estates of the islands met in the small town of
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Roskilde but remained totally dominated from Copenhagen. Those of Holstein met in

Itzehoe. Both assemblies were characterized from an active and articulated political

elite, which soon began to contest the politics of the government. In the Duchy of

Schleswig the German-speaking elite dominated the Estates and this brought the

assembly still more under the spell of the radical politicians in Holstein. A certain

regionalism could be noticed though, and Schleswig always remained a region, where

not only Danes and Germans fought for a national programme, but where a large part

of the Schleswigians never wanted to decide between the two nationalities. They

wanted to stay Schleswigians.

In Schleswig and Jutland the process of politicization was delayed and never really

emancipated from the discussions taking place in the two centres. Within the context

of the monarchy the Holsteinians tried to influence Schleswig, and the Danish elite in

Copenhagen immediately became very convinced of the necessity of bringing Jutland

under their control. Especially the regional debate in the kingdom regarding the role

of the capital and that of the western parts of the country opens the opportunity for a

closer look at some of the phenomenas in the process of nation-state formation and the

position of single regions and centres within the state.

Jutland as a historical landscape

Jutland (Nørrejylland) constituted a traditional, historical province, where the past

was more glorious than the present. During the middle ages the peninsula lost its

political importance within the state, and after the introduction of absolutism (1660)

the position of Jutland diminished even further. The absolutist kings found no reason

to cross the Belts in order to visit this part of the kingdom. Most of the important

proprietors lived in the capital, where they could be close to the court, to political

affairs and culture, and in the first half of the 19th century many observers thougt the

comparison of Jutland and Ireland obvious. Another favourite picture was that of a

Danish Siberia - a reputation which turned up rather frequently in the political and

cultural debate in the first half of the 19th century. Jutland remained an almost

forgotten (except for taxes), underdeveloped province with a poor infrastructure, small

towns, no university or state institutions except for a provincial court.

In most respects it was a very heterogeneous region too. Local dialects and

remarkable differences in nature, population, productions and wealth was only

underlined by the bad communications and very diverse geographical orientations.

Jutland easily can be subdivided into three or four subentities. A criteria of

homogeneity could not be applied to this region. Apart from being a clear
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geographically and historically defined region Jutland was understood as something

apart, not only in a political and a cultural sense, but also with respect to identity in

the first two thirds of the 19th century. A Jutish identity was easily recognizable in

spite of all local differences and antagonisms, but this regional identity never

developed into separatism. The Danish king could always count on his loyal Jutish

subjects and the bonds with the rest of the kingdom were never questioned.

The existence of both a Jutish identity and a strong loyalty toward the monarch and

the kingdom were important for the experiment with provincial Estates in the region.

At the beginning the Jutlanders were surprised by the king’s move, but as his loyal

subjects they elected an assembly and began to examine the proposals submitted by

the government. During the following years they developed a stronger sense of

regional interests, but the escalating national conflict forced the Estates of Jutland to

take a national position in several questions thereby often giving up or at least

moderate explicit regional interests.

Having been deprived of a similar institution for centuries the Estates of Jutland only

slowly developed a sense of consciousness. After the lengthy absence of any sort of

provincial parliament, there was no tradition of dealing with or articulating regional

problems. Being a peripheral and in many respects an almost forgotten province,

Jutland was severely disadvantaged in an institutional sense. All members of the

educated and bureaucratic elite had studied in the capital, where they had been

persuaded and influenced by the virtues of a strong centralist tradition. They

regarded the king’s city of residence as the only civilized place to live and thought it a

punishment to be expelled to a provincial town in Jutland. Out there they seldom

went native, and as representatives of the central power they were not prepared to

articulate local interests against the raison of the centralized state.

Geography and infrastructure constituted major obstacles to the development of a

political regionalism in Jutland. A number of local interests pointed in geographically

different directions, and with the sea on three sides and a poor infrastructure, there

were no centripetal tendencies. All the towns were very small and there hardly

existed any tradition for a strong local identity referring to history and rights after

centuries of centralist government. Several competitors hoped to conquer the role a

centre for a regional identity, but it was not until the second part of the 19th century

that Aarhus finally won the race. Viborg was the historic capital, seat of a bishop and

of the provincial court, but could not claim any importance in terms of its economy or

population. The local press of Jutland was far behind that of the capital and hardly

able or even interested in presenting regional issues during the 1830s and 1840s.
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Ironically enough this began to change in the 1850s when Jutland had lost its political

forum.

The provincial estates of Jutland did not develop into a breeding-ground for a strong

regionalist ideology like the corresponding institution in Holstein and to a lesser

extent in Schleswig. During its short existence though, a clear development towards a

stronger consciousness about regional problems can be observed. As good patriots the

Jutlanders were never willing to question the traditional nexus with the rest of the

kingdom and especially with the king himself, but they did understand the early

announcement of the government literally with respect to the presentation of regional

interests in petitions or just as a certain colouring of the debates over single issues.

Debates often revealed the existence of problems and positions that differed from

those that could be observed in the other assemblies. Stronger than their colleagues in

the other Danish assembly they soon came to understand the new institution as a

means to realize some of those reforms that Jutland had waited for in vain for

decades. Economy and infrastructure almost immediately won a central place in the

Jutish assembly, and if the provincial parliament had taken the Jutlanders with

surprise, these issues helped developing the assembly into a symbol of regional

identification.

Contrary to the fear of many deputees and journalists in the capital a serious conflict

between the Danish assemblies never occurred. The deputies of Jutland even twice

voted for the unification with the other assembly, although it could hardly be expected

to improve the position of the region. It becomes clear that the development of Jutland

in these important decades of the 19th century do not offer an example of a dramatic

regionalism or just the beginning of a regionalist movement with a longer process of

ripening. This should not be seen as a disappointing conclusion, but point towards the

fact that regions are different and lots of clearly definable regions do not develop a

regionalism. Sometimes a cultural, an economic or even a political regionalism can be

identified without leading towards separatist wishes or any idea of confrontation.

Multiple local and regional interests do not exclude the existence of a common

national identity, but this is not always accepted from the centre. In the Danish case

the regional question becomes interesting when seen from the capital, where the

national movement was born.

For the first time in centuries the peninsula experienced a certain interest from the

capital as the political debate of the Jutish Estates turned the attention of the elite in

Copenhagen towards Jutland. In this way the regionalisation of the absolutist
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government made the regional character and the balance among the regions a

hitherto unknown issue.

The discovery of Jutland in the elite of the capital can be traced in almost all aspects

of society. After the loss of Norway Jutland was the only terra incognita that

remained within the borders of the state - or, more correctly, within the borders of the

kingdom - and from the 1830s travel literature, regional descriptions, statistics,

proposals for improvements occupied the public in Copenhagen. At the same time the

elite became new impressions from Jutland with an increasing number of paintings

and literature. In the process of discovering the rather strange and unknown

peninsula the political and cultural elite of the capital was marking the outline of the

future nation-state. Jutland normally was described positively, as a ressource, and its

inhabitant might be different and sometimes strange, but never foreign. A similar

interest towards other parts of the monarchy cannot be registered in this period.

Holstein remained an unwanted part of the state and even if Schleswig became the

focus of the national conflict, it never really entered into the cultural and political

debate in the same way as Jutland did.

A regional approach to the nation-state formation demands however a closer look

upon the political and economical balance within the monarchy. Here it becomes

obvious that the discovery of the peninsula must be understood in terms of the

nationalisation of the political debate. Copenhagens dominant role in the Estates of

the islands and in the political process in the kingdom in general also meant that the

interests of that city were strongly favoured in the public debate. Especially the

economic problems of Copenhagen worried the liberal opposition, and they linked

them to the greater regional balance in the state. In order to understand this it is

necessary to be aware of the situation since the end of the Napoleonic Wars.

As seen above the loss of Norway and the gain of Holstein changed the balance of the

monarchy and moved its weight towards the southwest. If these changes could be

interpreted positively from the perspective of a future politics of integration and from

an economic point of view, it also meant that especially the Danish capital

experienced a hitherto unknown competition. Holstein was better off than most other

parts of the country. It was more urbanized and its agricultural production was

superior to that of the kingdom. But the role of Hamburg had to cause even more

alarm in Copenhagen. The unprecedented rise of Hamburg as the economic metropole

of northern Europe after 1814 (due to its role as the main continental port for the

booming British exports) terrified the merchants of the Danish capital. Copenhagen

had already been periferized in 1658 after the loss of Scania, but privileges during
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absolutism and the fact that it could keep up its function as a centre in a sea-based

state, saved the capital. But after 1814 with Danish trade and economy in ruins

Hamburg emerged as the new economic capital of the Danish monarchy. This lasted

until the late 1850’s, underlined by the weakness of Copenhagen in this period, but

also by the fact that Hamburgs neighbour-city, Altona, was the second city in the

monarchy and profiting from its fortunate position. The first railway in the monarchy

was built between Altona and Kiel and even if this was also supposed to strengthen a

line from Copenhagen to Altona (instead of the old connection between Lübeck and

Hamburg) it was a clear demonstration of the economic enterprise of the

southernmost regions of the monarchy.

Deprived of the possibilities of competing with Hamburg, the merchants of

Copenhagen watched the rise of the prosperous city at the southern border with

dismay. Accentuated by the loss of Norway and a general pessimism, a fear that the

next defeat might be the end of Denmark as an independent state grew among the

elite. The success of Hamburg seemed to be the first step towards a division of the

state along a line separating the islands from the peninsula. Following the

introduction of the separate Danish Estates leading protagonists of the liberal

opposition in Copenhagen considered the loss of Jutland an imminent danger. Within

a few years this fear was turned into a nationalist argument. Politicians and members

of the cultural elite now talked about the risk for a germanisation of Jutland just like

it apparently was happening in Schleswig.

Behind this development the contours of other problems and motives than those

restricted to the simplified dichotomy of a national conflict becomes clear. The

regionalized view of the monarchy provides a more differentiated picture of interests

and regional problems, and it becomes possible to draw other conclusions than those

of the national tradition.

In the contemporary debate fear of regionalism and separatism played an important

role. National historiography later followed this line of argument. This however was

always exclusively concerned with the three continental regions: Holstein because of

its German nature and its position as the other pole in the monarchy; Schleswig

because of the German party that wanted this duchy to follow Holstein and free itself

from Danish influence; and Jutland because the western part of the kingdom seemed

to be difficult to control from the capital. The Jutlanders - being allegedly very

materialistic - were often expected to be prepared to give up their nationality for

economic advantages. They were highly attracted from Hamburg, where they could
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sell their cattle, and their independent connection with the dangerous rival of Copen-

hagen heavily preoccupied merchants, politicians and other nationalist circles in the

capital.

This widespread interpretation of the motives and intentions of the three continental

regions of the monarchy stresses the fact that the public opinion was foremost created

and articulated in Copenhagen. During the process of nation-state formation it was

solely the capital that represented a national interest, which according to the majority

of liberal politicians meant unity, a strong capital, the voluntary secession of Holstein,

and the founding of a nation-state consisting of the kingdom (the islands and Jutland)

and the Duchy of Schleswig (that was to be annexed to Denmark).

This version of the national interest has been accepted by the historians without

discussing the regional implications and the important question of where this national

interest was formulated. A critical discussion of the Danish national interest is totally

absent from nation-state history. To deconstruct the national ideology’s interpretation

of the national interest would not lead us to the deconstruction of the nation-state, but

it would reveal some of the underlying motives, why the state was organized the way

it was. Instead of rejecting the existence of such a national interest, it is more

promising to consider if not a national interest is a product of a competition. Within a

nation-state some regions might propose other solutions, might prefer other

orientations or other balances with respect to infrastructure, dominant productions

etc. This would not automatically make their inhabitants less patriotic or their

interest less national. Some of the opponents of Danish national liberalism and its

project for a nation-state were not prepared to accept their idea of a national interest.

Some of them rejected the dissolution of the monarchy and believed in a liberal

development of the political institutions within this state. Others believed it to be logic

that Denmark kept up its strong ties with Germany, expanded the lines of

communication and trade. Although these voices never found a place in the chorus of

the victorious national interpretors, they never were bad patriots or enemies of the

Danish state. Their ideas about its future development only happened to be different.

In order to demonstrate this difference the Danish railway-debate will briefly be

presented as an example how regional ideas and orientations conflicted with the

socalled national interest (represented by the national elite of the capital). This

discussion took place within a national consensus - at least the spokesmen of the

region never considered to break up the links and bonds with the rest of the nation.

Infrastructural debates and the national interest
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Together with decisions of administrative centres and borders the construction of an

infrastructure probably offer the most evident cases, where regional (or local)

interests collides with the idea of a single national interest. Therefore it is hardly

surprising that these themes generally are neglected in national historiographies -

especially with the respect to the discussions and conflicts that these decisions have

always provoked. From a regional point of view these debates offer a splendid

possibility to look at the reality behind national claims.

This is not different in the Danish nation-state formation. Apart from a radical

proposal for a regionalisation of the monarchy in 1850,2 the debates over the

construction of the Danish railways contain the most obvious regional component.

Discussions over the railway in Jutland became one of the most extensive and

complicated issues to have occupied Danish politicians. The question came up during

the last decades of absolutist government. Railways seemed to be a fortunate means

to speed up integration within the monarchy, but the projects also had an important

external aspect.

Together with the king of Hannover the Danish king succeeded for years in

preventing Hamburg from obtaining a railway-connection with Prussia and even

longer in rejecting the connection between Hamburg and Lübeck. The free city of

Lübeck was surrounded by the Danish kings territory, and the obstructive politics of

the government in Copenhagen was a severe blow to the hanseat economy. Instead

the first railway built in the monarchy was the important and strategic connection

between Kiel and Altona. This reflected Holsteinian interests (and was directly

obstructing the plans of Hamburg and Lübeck), by connecting the Baltic and the

North Sea, but it also made the way between Copenhagen and the economic centre at

the Elbe (Altona and Hamburg) much shorter. It could clearly be seen as a patriotic

project.

National tensions grew in the 1840s. Suddenly the problem of keeping Danes and

Germans within the same state became the main preoccupation of the government as

it grew impossible to ignore the rhetoric of nationalism. The absolutist king could no

longer keep up the intentions of integration without taking the nationalist critics into

account. This was clearly illustrated in 1846. The Estates of Jutland presented a

petition to the government, which clearly showed the progress in regional articulation

of interest. At the same time it definitely complied with the wish of the government to

strengthen integration among the different provinces. The Jutlanders asked for a

railway. The project foresaw a line in the central parts of the peninsula from

Hamburg to Viborg with a number of sidelines connecting the more important coastal
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cities. It was the first and only proposal developed from a regional assembly in the

kingdom and expressing a compromise between the local interests within the region,

it fully represented exactly what the king and the government had wanted their

Estates to do. It was even an initiative in integrational politics that even the

government had not proposed. A railway crossing and connecting three of the four

parts of the monarchy undoubtedly could contribute to the development of the state.

Among the deputies of the Estates of Jutland economic reasons had been decisive, but

some of them also argued with the integrational aspects and the regional interest in

being connected with the greater and expanding infrastructural network of Europe.

Well aware of the problems of their neglected region the deputies were eager to

maximize the possible sources for trade and income, and choosing the central line they

explicitly wanted to the railway to be a project of regional development. There were no

regionalist or even separatist motives behind the proposal. Some of the most

enthusiastic advocates for the Jutish railway were to be found among deputies, who

were critical towards the nationalist argumentation, but their loyalty and patriotism

could not be doubted.

In the already fanatisized nationalist atmosphere of 1846 the project of the Jutlanders

found no backing in the capital. The government did not have the courage to support

this piece of active integration policy. It brought forward the argument of bad

finances, and although voted by the highest political assembly of the region, the

government send the project to the mayors and the leading bureaucrats of the

counties to hear their opinion. As could be aspected they all understood - or were

directly told - that this idea was not welcomed in higher places. And so the maneuvre

had the expected effect to recreate the picture of inner differences among the different

parts of Jutland that had been overcome in the assembly during the debate over the

petition.

More significative though was the reaction of the nationalist opinion in Copenhagen.

The project was condemned as being naïve, an open invitation to Hamburg to conquer

the whole of the Peninsula, and against the national interest. Later historians - in so

far that they have dealt with the question at all - have taken over the nationalist

version and ridiculed this idea of a cow-track.3 Regional interests were reduced into

materialist and anti-national behaviour.

Consequently the government and the nationalist opinion in the capital managed to

draw out the time, and no initiatives had been taken as the war of 1848 broke out. It

was almost a humiliation of the regional assembly that the first railway in the

kingdom was opened in 1847. It connected Copenhagen and Roskilde and quite
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opposite the plan from Jutland it scarcely could be said to have economic and political

importance. It did reflect the ambition though to connect the capital with the other

parts of the monarchy.

During the 1850s there was no longer a regional assembly, but the railway-debate

became a continuing story in the united parliament of the kingdom for more than a

decade. The details are most informative for anybody who want to know how

repressive tolerance can work out in politics. The advocates of a national interest

succeeded during these years in blocking all attemps to construct a railway according

to the plan of 1846. Nationalist politicians in Copenhagen succeeded in their project to

prevent a railway in Jutland that would connect the peninsula with Hamburg or the

duchies before the region had been forced into an infrastructural system according to

the national interest, as it was defined in Copenhagen. This meant that Jutland was

connected with the capital before it was allowed any other connections. Although the

assembly of Jutland had been the first to ask for a railway this region was the last to

get one. And the final result differed considerably from the original plan. Instead of a

railway through the central parts of the peninsula in order to favour those areas

without means of communication, the one constructed ran along the Eastcoast and

was connected with the railway across Funen and Seeland to Copenhagen. There was

no connection to Hamburg or Holstein.4

This victory for the so-called national interest has decided all infrastructural

developments in the Danish kingdom ever since. During the 1850s as Schleswig was

still very much an object for national interest a project for a railwayline crossing the

duchy from Flensburg to Husum on the Westcoast played a considerable role in the

debate. This was another project to impede traffic from following the traditional

north-south line on the Peninsula. At the same time it was thought to represent the

point, where the Jutish export should be directed. In Husum a large export-harbour

was planned to be the beginning of an important new trade-route to Britain.5

According to this project - and in nationalist politics of the 1850s in general - the most

important Danish stronghold in Schleswig, Flensburg, played a predominant role.

Fearing competition from Hamburg and Altona the merchants of Flensburg remained

close allies of the merchants of Copenhagen. This stressed the national interpretation

of Flensburg as representing the above mentioned national interest. In Jutland

though this usually was interpreted somewhat different. Flensburg stood as an

obstacle for free trade and contacts beyond Schleswig.

A closer look at the question of regional and national interests in this important

period reveals the obvious incompatibility between the ideas of the Estates of Jutland
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and those of the representatives of a socalled national interest. Apart from a

discussion about the unification of the two Danish Estates in a single national

assembly,6 controversies were most important in economic and infrastructural issues.

Decisions taken in these fields demonstrate how the nation-state signified a rede-

finition of inner balances and structures according to the winning interpretation of a

national interest. The Estates of Jutland were never separatist or sided with the

duchies against the Estates of the islands, but they represented another view or vision

of a future state than what was dominant in the other Danish assembly. The Estates

of the islands, contained a much larger proportion of the elite and had the important

advantage of Copenhagen. This made it easier to claim to represent the national

interest.

Some concluding remarks

The homogeneous character of the Danish nation-state, its centralist tradition and

unproblematized national tradition makes a regional view a fruitful and in many

respects provocative approach. After all it shows that regional problems exist even

where they have been rejected by the dominant national interpretation. The strength

and the position of single regions or regional centres in the proces of nation-state

formation has been widely underestimated. A regional approach is an appropriate

means of discussing a society, which cannot be understood in the simple categories of

the nation-states. In this case the discussion of a so-called national interest and its

dissolution in different regional (or in some countries probably urban) interests and

ambitions points toward a very interesting perspective on nation-state formation. As

already emphasized debates over infrastructures or the re-definitions of

administrative entities are obvious points of interest. Here a national interest quickly

turns out to be problematic. This interest does not simply exist, but is only defined

through negotiation.

Moreover the regional perspective is not just a question of history. The ongoing proces

of European integration offers a scenery, where many similar questions are to be

discussed. Decisive infrastructural decisions within the modern nation-states or

across the borders continously show cleavages, and the decisions always tend to

satisfy some regions more than others. All nation-states have more or less sensitive

regional balances, and all changes in the organisation of the state influence the

regional level. In the Danish case the construction of bridges might have strong

repercussions on the inner balance of the state. The German choice of moving the
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capital to Berlin is another example that regional balances are still very important

even in the nation-state.

                                                     
1

2 The project used a sort of cantonisation of the monarchy in order to liquidate the
tensions between Danish and German citizens that had led to the first war over
Schleswig (1848-1850). It foresaw regionalisation as a means to strengthen local
government and respect for local differences, but the proposal was blocked by the
national-liberal and conservative majority in the Danish parliament. They feared that
it would led to dissolution as they were unable to imagine a state without a strong
central power.
3 In one of the most diffused general histories of Denmark Skovmand in his volume
repeats this cow-track argument (studebane) thereby following the argument that the
Jutish peasants who for centuries sold their bullocks to Hamburg and Northern
Germany were too greedy and dumb to understand the terrifying national
consequences of a closer connection with Germany.
4 It was not until national interest found it safe that this connection was made. The
railwaydebate of these years in fact has decided Danish infrastructure ever since.
Copenhagen is seen as the absolute centre. Railways and motorways on the
continental part are always build or modernized much slower. As the motorway was
build years after the network was finished on the isles it was build by stages so that a
direct connection towards the South was prevented as long as possible. In later years
this national interest in infrastructure has profited from the fact that Schleswig-
Holstein just as Jutland is considered a far-out perifery.
5 This role was taken over by the new founded harbour at Esbjerg from 1867 as the
Danish national interest succeeded in turning a large part of the exports towards
Britain, and finally putting an end to the traditional trade between Jutland, the
duchies and Northern Germany.
6 SBF


